
CASE STUDY ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR COLGATE

The study of consumer behaviour is concerned not only with what The Primary objective is to study about the customer
attitude towards Colgate toothpaste. in- depth, narrative descriptions of small numbers of cases are involved, the.

It can also be between consumers. Customer needs in a product is what influences them in decision making.
Evaluation of Alternatives This is a critical stage in the process of buying. Continuity programs demand that
consumers keep buying the product in order to get the premium in the future. They are likely to see
information to decide a particular brand. It studies characteristics of individual consumers such as
demographics and behavioural variables in an attempt to understand people's wants. These elements are
personal selling, advertising, sales promotion, direct marketing, and publicity. Every group or society has a o o
o o culture, and cultural influences on buying behaviour may vary greatly from country to country. In the s,
the firm began selling individual cakes of soap in uniform weights. To know the sales promotional schemes
whether it is increasing or not. There are two categories of buyers, namely, individual consumer and business
buyer. In , Irish Spring is introduced in North America. How obvious are indications of quality? What we buy,
how we buy, where and when we buy, in how much quantity we buy depends on our perception, self concept,
social and cultural background and our age and family cycle, our attitudes, beliefs values, motivation,
personality, social class and many other factors that are both internal and external to us. Local management
has the know-how and experience needed to reach consumers in these vast markets with a wide range of
quality products Colgate-Palmolive Annual Report , p. This increases its sales and has in fact given it
monopoly in some countries where its rivals are yet to penetrate. For example, many couples undergo divorce.
The third step involves evaluation of alternatives.? The persons position in each group can be defined in terms
of both role and status. Goods can be bought under stress to satisfy an immediate need , for comfort and
luxury in small quantities or in bulk. This strategy focuses on the needs of consumers that need to be
addressed and which affect their decision making when buying toothpaste. If the price is sufficiently
inexpensive and gas efficient, the consumer may then select it over a car with better acceleration that costs
more and uses more gas.? The Sample Size is only and it is a primary data, there were no chances that the
given data may vary from the actual, which can lead to the wrong results. Consumers usually received one
stamp for every dime spent at a participating store. Marketing starts with the needs of the customer and ends
with his satisfaction. AC Nielsen Sales Promotion study undertaken by the government -run Associated
Chambers of Commerce and Industry indicates that the sales is significant growth potential for marketers of
personal care products in rural and semi-rural India. The actual consumers were contacted on the basis of
random sampling.


